
 

 

SAP Interview Questions with answers 

 

What is SAP? 

SAP stands for Systems Application and Products in Data Processing. It is standards 
based ERP software. Some of the competitive software includes Oracle, Microsoft 
Dynamics etc. 

What is ERP? 

ERP means Enterprise Resource Planning. ERP is a kind of system which provides 
a common platform to different processes taking place in an organization including 
finance, production, inventory control etc. It also enables the stakeholders or 
shareholders to connect with the inside organization. In short, they facilitate the flow 
of information between all departments of an enterprise. 

What are other ERP systems available in the market? 

Some of the major ERP systems other than SAP are from Oracle, Microsoft and 
Infor. QAD, Lawson, Epicor, Sage and IFS are the players in mid-size businesses 
and Exact Globe, Syspro, NetSuite, Visibility, Consona, CDC Software and Activant 
Solutions round out the ERP vendors for small businesses. 

What is meant by “Business Content” in SAP? 

Business Content in SAP is a pre-defined and pre-configured models of information 
contained in the SAP warehouse which can be used directly or with desired 
modification in different industries. This information model includes integral roles, 
workbooks, queries, InfoSources, InfoCubes, ODS objects, key figures, 
characteristics, update rules, and extractors for SAP R/3, mySAP.com Business 
Applications, and for other selection applications. 

What is SAP IDES? 

SAP IDES stands for SAP Internet Demonstration and Evaluation System. This 
system is used to demonstrate the functionality of various SAP solutions used by 
important customers. This system uses data of the IDES model company. 

What is Data Sets in SAP? 

SAP Data sets are the sets of information which are required to solve some queries 
which cannot be solved by using the method interfaces. 

What is ODS? 

ODS is Operational Data Store. It is a component of business warehouse. It is 
mainly used for reporting of details. 



 

 

Name the different types of infocubes. 

1. Physical data stores: 

 Basic InfoCubes 
 Transactional InfoCubes 

2. Virtual data stores: 

 RemoteCube 
 SAP RemoteCube 
 Virtual InfoCube with Services 

What are Business KPIs? 

Business KPIs are Key Performance Indicators. They indicate the performance of a 
company at strategic level. They also help in leading the company on the desired 
track by comparing company’s performance with the previous performances and with 
that of market leaders in the same sectors. SAP is building a project called “Business 
KPI wiki” to standardize the process of indication. 

What is a MultiCube? 

MultiCube is a Infocube which is a collection of several BasicCubes. Using 
MultiCubes one can test the data from BasicCubes in a single context. MultiCubes 
itself doesn’t contain any data but works only on data from BasicCubes. 

What is IDES? 

IDES is the sample application software provided for faster learning and 

implementation of things. IDES stands for International Demonstration and 

Education System. 

What are Different types of ERP? 

 SAP 

 BAAN 

 JD Edwards 

 Oracle Financials 

 Siebel 

 PeopleSoft 


